Identifying Ocean Literacy in New England
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Ocean Literacy (OL)
Efforts State by State
1. Working toward getting
ocean science topics integrated
into state science standards
(not necessarily the Ocean
Literacy principles verbatim)
2. Working with individual
school districts to integrate OL
into curriculum
3. Integrating OL principles
into teacher professional
development / workshops
4. Informal marine education
programs are aligned with and
integrate OL
5. Linking OL to academic
pre- and in-service teacher
training programs

√ = there are known, ongoing efforts happening to further Ocean Literacy
? = at present we are unaware that there are efforts of this kind happening, if you have information please bring it to our attention
Learn more about the details of these efforts by attending Session D – Incorporating ocean sciences into state standards: New England case
studies or contact chart creator Abby Manahan, COSEE – Ocean Systems, amanahan@bigelow.org

Session D –Incorporating ocean sciences into state standards: New England case studies
The above chart was included in the NEOSEC Ocean Literacy Summit (November 4, 2006) participant packet. This chart inventories
what is happening around New England with respect to five specific efforts in ocean literacy. Below are brief highlights from each
state in the form of anecdotal information from colleagues. Contact information for each of the reporting individuals is located at the
end of this document.
1. Working toward getting ocean science topics integrated into state science standards (not necessarily the Ocean Literacy
principles verbatim) Rhode Island is the only state that weighed in for this category. Gail Scowcroft provided some information on the efforts in
Rhode Island and she reports that she and one of her staff members was appointed to serve on the RI Governor’s advisory
panel for science education and they have succeeded in making a formal recommendation in the panel’s report that the RI
science grade span expectations be integrated with ocean science concepts.
2. Working with individual school districts to integrate OL into curriculum Reporting on MA, Bob Chen and Kim Frashure indicate that there are eight identified school districts that have ocean science
curriculum as a result of the COSEE – New England sponsored Ocean Science Education Institute where the ocean literacy
principles are disseminated and presented for integration.
Lauren Rader and Diana Payne spoke for CT and while their state is struggling with having a water strand in their state
frameworks, they report that those teachers who “see the light” find ways to teach water and ocean content and do so using OL
to guide their curriculum design.
Gail Scowcroft is working with two RI school districts to integrate OL into their curriculum. One of the districts targets grades
3 &4. Efforts with another district for a full K-12 spectrum of OL integration, that they hope will serve as a state model, are
just beginning.
3. Integrating OL principles into teacher professional development / workshops –
All of the coastal states are providing teacher professional development workshops that highlight ocean literacy and model
ways to integrate the principles. If you’re interested in specific sponsors and institutions facilitating see names and contact
information listed at the end of this document.

4. Informal marine education programs are aligned with and integrate OL –
Again we see all of the coastal states represented. There are a lot of informal institutions participating in the OL effort. These
types of organizations and institutions have the freedom and flexibility to help lay the groundwork for Ocean Literacy. Again
if you are interested in specific organizations see names and contact information listed at the end of this document.
5. Linking OL to academic pre- and in-service teacher training programs –
Maine and Rhode Island have active programming directed at the level of teacher training.
Gail Scowcroft in Rhode Island reports that in her graduate oceanography courses that she teaches, which target educators, she
has her students spend time linking the essential principles and the RI grade span expectations in science with the course
content to create adaptable curriculum for their classrooms
COSEE- Ocean Systems, lead by PI Annette deCharon and located at the UMaine Darling Marine Center, has paired with the
University of Maine College of Education and created a seminar course targeting both science education students and marine
science students. Modeled after a pilot workshop that was held this past summer, Teaching Science through Ocean Inquiry
will be offered as a semester long course in Spring ’07. The OL Essential Principles have been used to guide the course and
participating students will be introduced to the brochure.
Vermont –
We can’t ignore the fact that our inland neighbor has been quietly left out of the mix. Pat Fitzsimmons a Science Assessment
Coordinators with the VT Dept of Education reports that oceans as a topic, is not a concept that gets much attention. However,
water is a major conceptual topic addressed at all grade levels. There is an interest in using oceans to teach concepts identified
by the VT Science Grade Expectations, but it’s a hard sell and they admit that they certainly don’t foster ocean science as a
topic.

Contact Information
Rhode Island –
Gail Scowcroft
gailscow@gso.uri.edu
Associate Director
Office of Marine Programs
University of Rhode Island
South Ferry Rd.
Narragansett, RI 02882
ph: (401) 874-6724
Massachusetts –
Kim Frashure, Ph.D. Candidate
kjfrash@adelphia.net
EEOS Dept., UMass/Boston
kjfrash@adelphia.net
ph: (978) 290-1857
Dr. Robert Chen
bob.chen@umb.edu
University of Massachusetts, Boston
Department of Environmental, Earth & Ocean
Sciences
COSEE – New England
ph: (617) 287-7491
Connecticut –
Diana Payne
diana.payne@uconn.edu
Connecticut Sea Grant - Education Specialist
1080 Shennecossett Rd.
Groton, CT 06340
ph: (860) 405-9248

Connecticut cont’d
Lauren M. Rader
ocean10@uconn.edu
Marine Science Educator
Project Oceanology
1084 Shennecossett Road - Avery Point
Groton, CT 06340
ph: (860) 445-9007
New Hampshire –
Mark Wiley
mark.wiley@unh.edu
Extension Specialist, Marine Science Education
NH Sea Grant & UNH Cooperative Extension
Kingman Farm
University of New Hampshire
Durham, NH 03824-3512
ph: (603) 749-1565
Amy Holt Cline
amy.cline@unh.edu
Education and Outreach Coordinator COOA
Coastal Ocean Observation and Analysis
University of New Hampshire
39 College Road
151 Morse Hall
Durham, NH 03824
ph: (603) 862-3680
Maine –
Annette deCharon
annette.decharon@maine.edu
Senior Marine Education Scientist, University of
Maine & COSEE – Ocean Systems
School of Marine Sciences
Darling Marine Center
193 Clark's Cove Road
Walpole ME 04573
ph: (207) 563-3146 ext. 298

Maine cont’d
Abby Manahan *
amanahan@bigelow.org (new email pending)
Marine Education Associate
COSEE – Ocean Systems
University of Maine
School of Marine Sciences
Darling Marine Center
193 Clark's Cove Rd
Walpole, ME 04573
ph: (207) 563-3146 ext. 259
*The author of this New England states OL inventory
matrix and reporter of anecdotal comments.

Vermont –
Pat Fitzsimmons
patfitzsimmons@education.state.vt.us
Elementary Science Assessment Coordinator
Department of Education
120 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05620
ph: (802) 828-0196

